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WHO ARE WE?

The only program of its kind in the University System of

Georgia, Kennesaw State University's Master of Arts in

American Studies program (MAST) boasts ten years of

boundary-crossing excellence in creative — and innovative —

scholarship and programming related to the Americas. Situated

in KSU's Interdisciplinary Studies Department, our faculty

affiliate from multiple colleges and departments – from

Departments of History, English, Theater, Art, and Social

Services to interdisciplinary programs in African and African

Diaspora Studies, Gender and Women's Studies, Latin American

and Latinx Studies and Peace Studies. Our students, likewise,

come from multiple academic backgrounds to study and

engage communities and issues from across the Americas.

This 36 credit hour program includes four required courses

(History, Literature, Methods, and Scholarship) and is designed

to be flexible so that student can devise pathways reflecting

their individual research interests and career goals. Remaining

courses are taken in four clusters: cultural production; place

and identity; historical studies; and transnational American

Studies. We encourage interdisciplinary approaches, traditional

and public scholarship, and civic and community engagement.

As part of the program requirements, students  complete a

Practicum (internship or applied research project) and a final

Capstone thesis or project. 

We produce informed and motivated citizens who often point

to the openness of the field of American Studies and to our

individualized approach to guiding students through the MAST

program as top highlights of the MAST experience. 

Imagine making a career out of your passion! Getting real

experience. Producing real results. 
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SUMMER 2022 
COURSES
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What do historians actually do all day? And should history students be doing the same thing? According to
the catalog, "this course introduces students to historical inquiry as a conversation about the past. It
surveys methods, concepts, and frameworks relevant to the discipline. Students engage in the close
reading of scholarly historical work, learn and practice a variety of research methods, and analyze
historical sources. Students cultivate good scholarly practices and habits of mind that will benefit them in
future courses." In particular, this summer we will be discussing the political economy of educational
technology ("edtech") and the value of primary source documents in history education classes, which
some have hailed as the highest and best in history education, and others have dismissed as worksheets
by another name. 

Dr. Tom Okie is a professor of History Education/History and the Coordinator
of the History Education Program at Kennesaw State University (KSU). Tom is a
historian of agriculture, environment, and the modern United States. He grew
up in middle Georgia, studied history at Covenant College and the University of
Georgia, and teaches courses on modern US history, historical methods,
history education, and food history. He serves as associate editor of the journal
Agricultural History, and his work has won prizes from the Society of American
Historians, the Southern Historical Association, the Agricultural History Society,
and the Georgia Historical Society. His first book is The Georgia Peach: Culture,
Agriculture, and Environment in the American South (Cambridge University
Press, 2016).

AMST 7230 - PUBLIC
HISTORY & CULTURE

DR. TOM OKIE - 3 -

Online Asynchronous 

Summer 2022

https://www.georgia.org/regions/middle-georgia
https://covenant.edu/
https://history.uga.edu/
https://www.aghistorysociety.org/the-journal
https://sah.columbia.edu/content/prizes/allan-nevins-prize
https://www.thesha.org/woodward
https://www.aghistorysociety.org/awards
https://georgiahistory.com/publications-scholarship/publication-awards/malcolm-bell-jr-and-muriel-barrow-bell-award/
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/history/american-history-general-interest/georgia-peach-culture-agriculture-and-environment-american-south?format=HB


FALL 2022 
COURSES
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In the contemporary age of globalization, nations reify their sovereignty on the world stage.
American Studies scholars, on the contrary, theorize convergences across the Americas due to
migration, empire, economic integration, and cross-flow cultural processes. This course will study
the “Americas” rather than simply the United States of America with the help of hemispheric
American Studies scholarship. We will borrow from history, literary studies, political economy,
peronal memoirs, cultural studies, sociology, and anthropology. Assigned readings will include
scholars from Latin America, the Caribbean, and the United States to better grasp a broader
context of our hemisphere. 

AMST 6201 - HISTORY &
CULTURE OF THE AMERICAS

Dr. Rodolfo Aguilar 

Rodolfo Aguilar is Assistant Professor of Latin American/Latinx Studies &
American Studies. Dr. Aguilar earned his B.A. in Latin American & Latino
Studies from the University of Illinois at Chicago and PhD in American
Studies from the University of Minnesota. His scholarly interests include
U.S. Latino Studies, popular music, American Studies, immigration, and
Midwestern Latina/o communities. His scholarship on the baile economy
and symbolic networking among Mexican Sonidos was published in Aztlan:
A Journal of Chicano Studies. Dr. Rudy has also penned several popular
essays for online sites including The Society Pages, and Contratiempo. His
“Everybody’s Going Uptown” op-ed will be featured in the forthcoming
edited collection, Sparked: George Floyd, Racism, and the Progressive
Illusion. The edited collection is due out in May 2021 and will be published
by the Minnesota Historical Society. Outside of KSU, Dr. Rudy enjoys
running (aspiring marathon runner), collecting music on vinyl, and
occasionally DJing for local venues and on social media.
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Face-to-Face 
Wednesdays 6:30 – 9:15 PM EST

Fall 2022



AMST 7100 - AMERICAN
STUDIES METHODS

This course introduces students to current methods in American Studies research and public
practice. The course focuses on core concepts, objects of analysis, and evolving research
practices used for working in American Studies. While critiquing notable examples from the
field, students consider various dynamic professional contexts for “doing” American Studies,
such as professional organizations and journals, classrooms, the workplace, public settings, and
other diverse communities outside the university. 

DR. REBECCA HILL

What is

Amercian

Studies?
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Online Synchronous 
Tuesdays 6:30 – 9:15 PM EST

Dr. Rebecca Hill finished her PhD in American Studies with a minor in
Gender Studies at the U. of Minnesota in 2000, and from 2000 to 2010
taught at the City University of New York before directing the MAST
program at KSU from 2010 to 2020. Her research focuses on intersections
between social movements, state power, and popular culture with
particular attention to race and gender. Her early published work was
about the history of the Communist Party of the United States. Later, she
broadened her scope to anarchism and socialism and is currently writing a
book on the culture and politics of Anti-Fascism in America from the
1930s-present. Her academic work has generally come from questions
developed in the context of grassroots organizing and activism.

Fall 2022



This course is focused on the U.S. in the 1960s with an emphasis on the protest movements of that era.
The primary objective is to deepen your understanding of 1960s protest through close examination of
primary sources (manifestoes, government documents, musical, artistic, and literary expression) and
scholarly evaluations of social movements.  These sources help us go beyond the media-driven popular
memories of 1960s protest.  We will look closely at how movements organized and to what ends, how
they expressed themselves and tried to live out their values, and what sort of lasting impact they have
had.  

Robbie Lieberman is Professor of American Studies in the Interdisciplinary
Studies Department. Her publications include the award-winning My Song Is
My Weapon: People’s Songs, American Communism, and the Politics of Culture;
Anticommunism and the African American Freedom Movement (co-edited with
Clarence Lang); and a Journal of American History essay on “Teaching the
Vietnam Antiwar Movement: Myths and Misconceptions.” Her book chapter,
“The Black and Red Scare in the 20th Century United States” appeared in 2020
as part of the Palgrave Handbook of Anticommunist Persecutions.

AMST 7210 - U.S. IN THE SIXTIES

DR. ROBBIE LIEBERMAN - 7 -

Online Synchronous
Thursdays 5:00 – 7:45 PM EST

Fall 2022



This course will survey a number of the most important intersections among rhetoric, linguistics, and
politics in American and global cultures today. Topics may include debates about standard vs. non-
standard English and linguistic discrimination; the “English only” movement; political correctness;
gendered language; framing theory; Rogerian rhetoric; discourse analysis; and the language of current
American political debate. Students may also investigate and practice political writing genres such as
speechwriting, political ads, political news, and policy writing. The course will also incorporate analysis of
political rhetoric and language as they are employed during the Fall 2022 election season. The class may
be of particular interest to students heading towards careers in journalism, law, politics, editing, or
education. 

Chris C. Palmer researches and teaches about present-day and historical
English linguistics, including articles and books on word-formation, historical
sociolinguistics, and pedagogy. More recently, he's been studying teaching at
the high school and university levels of language variation and change in both
U.S. and global Englishes. He's also interested in the language, literature, and
culture of medieval England; the intersections of American politics and
language; and interdisciplinary connections between linguistics and writing
studies.

AMST 7330 - IDENTITIES &
SOCIAL GROUPS

DR. CHRISTOPHER PALMER - 8 -

Face-to-Face
Tuesdays 6:30 – 9:15 PM EST

Fall 2022



AMST 7420 - POPULAR CULTURE IN
AMERICA

For this course, we will use southern hip hop
culture to analyze race and identity in the
American south after the mid-20th century Civil
Rights Movement. Using a variety of texts including
film, fiction, criticism, and music, students will
learn to identify and theorize about what the
instructor theorizes as “the hip hop south,” the
southern black social-cultural landscape in place
over the last 25 years. 

DR. REGINA BRADLEY

Dr. Regina Bradley is an Associate Professor of English and African
Diaspora Studies at Kennesaw State University (KSU). Her research
interests include southern hip hop, the contemporary Black
American South, race and sound studies, and southern studies.
She is the author of the book Chronicling Stankonia: The Rise of the
Hip Hop South (UNC Press).
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Face-to-Face
Wednesdays 3:30 – 6:15 PM EST

Fall 2022



The course examines the history of immigration in the U.S. and the central ideas and issues that frame
immigration debates in the past and present. Students will analyze historical and fictional texts (novels)
that describe the immigrant experience in the U.S. Topics such as nativism, borderlands, and
immigration policy will be covered in course readings. . Special consideration will be given to U.S,-Mexico
and Central American immigration debates.  

AMST 7510 - PASSAGES TO
AMERICA

DR. NATHALIA JARAMILLO - 10 -

Dr. Nathalia Jaramillo is a professor of Interdisciplinary Studies and the
Coordinator of the Latin American and Latino Studies program at Kennesaw
State University (KSU). Nathalia has written extensively in the fields of
critical educational thought and politics of education. Nathalia has lectured
throughout Latin America, Spain, Finland, Turkey, Greece and Portugal. A
selection of her co-authored and single-authored work has been translated
into Spanish, Portuguese, Greek and Turkish. Her work is inter-disciplinary
and examines questions around culture, politics, gender and epistemology
utilizing the frameworks of decolonial and feminist thought.
 

Hybrid
Mondays 6:30 – 7:45 PM EST

Fall 2022



CAPSTONES & PRACTICUMS

Practicums and Capstones are the signature features that
allow students to creatively individualize their degrees in
American Studies. Aside from choosing a pathway that
relates to the broad field of American Studies, there is no
limit to what you can do to fulfill these requirements. Over
the years, we've seen students choose a wide variety of ways
of completing this portion of the program, from documentary
films and screenplays to literary explorations of Big Foot
culture. We've seen a lot in the last ten years! 

MAST alumna Mandy McGrew thought she wanted to study
the Romani in her graduate career, but after she was
introduced to her mentor, Dr. Alan LeBaron, she became an
integral part of his Maya Heritage Project, in which she
helped create a Maya healthcare toolkit. Similarly, alumna
Kimmy Rae Fisher worked with Dr. Amy Donahue in
Philosophy for her Practicum, and she researched arguments
about transgender rights for Dr. Donahue's on-going Vada
project. 

MAST graduate Ann Burkly fulfilled her Practicum by
cleaning up and documenting the most famous, and
arguably most gorgeous, section of Howard Finster's
Paradise Gardens in Summerville, Georgia, in what's known
as Mosaic Garden. Along similar lines, for her Capstone, Annie
Moye created a digital archive for her partners at the
Pasaquan Preservation Society, which later contributed
towards a major restoration effort at the site, funded by the
Kohler Foundation. 

In graduate school, you never know what will grab your
interests or what will inspire you, and we like our students to

get creative with their Practicums and Capstones!
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DOUBLE OWL PATHWAYS

Art History BA / American Studies MA
Dance BA / American Studies MA
History BA to American Studies MA
Interdisciplinary Studies BS / American Studies MA
Theatre and Performance Studies BA / American
Studies MA

Double Owl Pathways affords undergraduate students the
opportunity to obtain their undergraduate and graduate
degrees faster and at a significantly lower cost than if they
pursued each degree independently. By bundling both
degrees into Pathways, highly motivated and committed
students will graduate sooner than their peers and with a
head start on their careers. KSU has a variety of Pathways
to choose from with more being added.

The American Studies program offers:
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https://doubleowl.kennesaw.edu/



ALUMNI & CAREERS

Our graduates work in a variety of fields but

are especially drawn towards jobs in

education, museums, nonprofits, human

relations, and diversity. Several students go on

to enter PhD programs, such as 2017 graduate,

Meya Hemphill-Hodges, 2011 graduate Wende

Ballew, and 2018 graduate Kimmy Rae Fisher.

As part of her Capstone project, Ballew even

established her own nonprofit, which she still

operates today. A few graduates have landed

lucrative careers in marketing in the Atlanta

area, and a few more have followed their

passions into the art world. 2016 graduate

Gabriel Greaves recently received a promotion

to Education Assistant at the Prince George's

African American Museum and Cultural Center,

alumna Kaci Schmitt is a counselor in the

Pacific Northwest, and Paola Garcia is leading

diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives across

the Southeast through her role at Year Up.  
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"The MA in American Studies opened doors for me. Before this program, I did not

know what I wanted to do professionally other than find a way to earn a living

writing. I especially did not envision a career in academia, because I wasn't a

particularly involved undergraduate. I stayed quiet, completed my work, and

hurried off campus as quickly as I could once class was over. My experience in

graduate school was completely different. Though the program was rigorous, I

learned I enjoyed the challenge. I learned that I liked unpacking difficult

theoretical concepts and talking about them with others. I learned that I could do

something with my passion for social justice.I loved the flexibility of the program.

The students I took classes with all came from different academic backgrounds. I

was an English undergrad, but I learned with students with degrees in Theatre

and Performance Studies, History, Education, Sociology, Anthropology, and

Business. The faculty I studied under are brilliant, dedicated, and passionate

about helping students succeed. Since I have graduated, I continue to collaborate

with some of my professors from American Studies for writing projects,

conference presentations, scholarly service work, and activism."

▬ Ashley McFarland

TESTIMONIALS
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""The MAST program at Kennesaw State was a great way to do in-depth graduate

study on a variety of topics in American culture and history. The interdisciplinary

nature allowed me to take classes toward both my professional goals and

personal interests. Through MAST, I was also able to participate in a study abroad

program in Oaxaca, Mexico for 2 weeks during the summer — it was an amazing

opportunity I will never forget."

▬ Jacqueline Winters-Allen

"The MAST program changed the way that I see the world; it opened my mind to

the many varied perspectives of everyone around me and helped me take a

critical view of everyday experiences. This practice has helped me to be

successful in my career as an educational developer where I work with faculty

and students from different backgrounds, motivations, and views of the world.

The high expectations set by my professors and faculty mentors in the program

showed me what I was capable of accomplishing."

▬ Mandy McGrew
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HOW TO APPLY

MAST IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS NOW!

Letter of Application: The letter of application should be in the form of a narrative which describes
your educational and/or professional background, your future goals, and how admission into the
American Studies M.A. program at Kennesaw State University will help you accomplish these goals.
The letter should be specific to the program and should be 3-5 double-spaced pages in length.
Writing Sample: The writing sample should demonstrate the writing skills you have developed as a
student and/or professional. The sample should be relevant to the field of American Studies broadly
defined, and it should be refined and revised to fit within 5-7 double-spaced pages.
GPA: The program minimum is 2.75 for all undergraduate courses from the degree-granting
institution, but we expect the class will average above 3.0.
Letters of Recommendation: Applicants should ask recommenders to submit letters of
recommendation through the KSU Graduate College online admission system. At least one letter
should be a faculty member at the last school you attended (unless you have been out of school for
more than five years). Substitutions for faculty recommendations may include work associates or
others who can comment on your academic potential for graduate work. 
C.V./Resume (Optional).

To be considered for admission to the program, applicants must complete the application process
through KSU's Graduate Admission Office. The following application materials must be included for
consideration:

We also offer Graduate Research and Teaching Assistantships on a competitive basis. If you are
interested in obtaining a graduate assistantship, you are encouraged to apply early for consideration.
GAs come with a tuition waiver and a small stipend.

Deadlines for Applications:
Fall: July 1

Spring: November 1
Summer: April 1

For more information, visit us online 
or contact the Director, Stacy Keltner, at skeltner@kennesaw.edu
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https://graduate.kennesaw.edu/admissions/apply/online-application.php

